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In this great country of America, we have a legal system, not an opinion system. But for Nancy

Grace, it doesn't matter. If she says a person is guilty it doesn't matter for lack of evidence. Grace

describes herself as a victims' rights champion, a mission she says was initially fueled by the tragic

early death of her fiancÃƒÂ© when Grace was just 19. Grace's story is a nice story, as far as stories

go. But how many of you have ever even wondered how much of it is true? I can assure you that

much of it is not. And in this book I will let you in on secrets about Nancy Grace that is going to

shock you.
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This book had many misspellings and grammar mistakes. It was very poorly edited, While many of

his observations about Nancy Grace have a lot of validity,I find his constant insults to housewives

and women in general to be chauvinistic and full of vitriol. The book seems to me to be an angry

screed. In time,it proved too tedious,so I didn't finish it.



I have to admit that I agree with much of what the author says. Sometimes it does begin to feel like

it is a bit personal for him, but the essence of what he says rings true for me. Admittedly I believe

Nancy Grace is a person which is interested only in self promotion and wealth building and who has

no qualms with assaulting the character of anyone at all to achieve those ends. Some of the

personal insults on her hair style for instance, while amusing in a adolescent way, are unnecessary

and probably serve to discount the otherwise valid and reasonable points the author makes about

the media persona of Nancy Grace. In the end your enjoyment of this book will depend on your

existing opinion of Nancy Grace before you read it. If you tend to find agreement with her, you will

dislike this book. If on the other hand you find her to be a distasteful opportunist, you will find

agreement with the points presented. For the low asking price it's entertaining either way.

I must admit, I watch Nancy Grace; however, there are MANY times I disagree with what she says

and/or how she says it. I stumbled across this book while searching for one of hers and figured why

not. The author starts the book off strong with many valid reasons as to why he feels the way he

does. Toward the middle of the book; however, the tone changes and he becomes downright

"hateful" toward her and her audience to the point where it's offensive. The end of the book came

together nicely though and viewed the world from another perspective. It's a decent book, but if

you're the kind of person who does not like to view the world from every aspect, this book definitely

is not for you.He often describes his intense hatred for Nancy, which is fine since we are all entitled

to our own opinion, but the tone goes from disapproval to a downright witch hunt. Some of the

accusations or inferences are pretty far fetched and had to be greatly stretched and twisted, yet

some of them are pretty understandable. I appreciated his views on modern media, but at times he

has a rather misogynic tone in his constant referal to her viewers as "sad", "lonely", or "bored"

housewives, almost giving off the impression that he feels threatened by powerful women and must

belittle them into a rather 1950's gender role. He makes a few remarks about how men tend to

dislike her and the women who do like her are "bored housewives", but the tone is very

condescending (whether he means to or not, it sounds like it). Along with the changing tone comes

many grammar errors and mispelled words. I did find myself wondering if he was really shining light

on the situation or if he was just bitter after being wronged by the justice system.All-in-all, the book

is decent if you're hunting for interesting facts, but littered among them are a few out-there

suggestions. If you want to check this book out, by all means go ahead, just remember it is only one

man's opinion and you can't really hate him for expressing his views, but you MUST be able to

stomach his tone.



This book is about someone who has a vendetta to prove and he did it in this book. I couldn't wait

for it to end. Normally, I don't want books to end but this was the first book I've read that absolutely

said he was trying to prove how much he can't stand her and he definitely did. I wish I had read the

review before I purchased this book.

This review is intended to be a review of THIS BOOK and not an invitation to be attacked by other

readers who do not agree with my opinion, as has happened several times in the recent past. If you

want to post a review of the book and its contents, please do your own, because any attacks on my

comments do not help other readers learn what's in the book or help them decide if whether or not

they want to read it.Nancy Grace is definitely not my favorite person because she is much too rude

for my taste, and anybody who agrees to be a guest on her show has to be nuts because the way

she treats most of them is downright inexcusable. Don't get me wrong, I sympathize with her over

the devastating loss of her fiancÃƒÂ© because I have no doubt it almost destroyed her life. But I

think she does goes overboard with the "being a crime victim" thing because she manages to bring

that out every chance she gets. But for goodness sakes, it gets pretty bad when I feel I have to write

a review to give other readers my personal opinion to warn them that rather than this being an

informative read, this book is unmitigated venom, pure and simple. The author, for the most part,

made this book a "tar and feather" witch hunt against Grace. Granted, I very often don't agree with

her, and for that matter, I seldom watch her program. However, I got really sick of his REPEATED

defense of the murdering, YES MURDERING, Casey Anthony. And how dare he be so

condescending about elderly people and "bored, shop all day housewives"! I can't even count the

number of times he made nasty comments about "housewives" and all the unfavorable adjectives

he used to describe them. He comes across as a pompous jerk who has disdain for ladies in

general, and housewives in particular, because he obviously perceives them as stupid and detests

them as much as he hates her because they choose to watch her program. He really goes over the

edge in stating that "there's a possibility" she has been "directly involved" with the death of her own

fiancÃƒÂ© (?? - can't fathom whatever led him to that conclusion), the suicide of Melinda Duckett

(he calls her Melissa on the page where he makes these accusations but the name is Melinda) &

the death of the Ricci guy in the Elizabeth Smart case. Maybe it's just my opinion, but I think that's

taking things a little too far. I bought this book because I was curious about what he had to say, but I

never expected it to be what I've described above. Waste of money for me.



I rate it a two don't get me wrong it was an interesting read but enough is enough. Like putting down

house wives as if they just sit on their buttocks and have no brains simply ANGERS ME TO NO

END!!! It was such negative slamming book. True or not I'm speechless and that's hard to do

because I'm always talking ha ha.
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